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This site is not available in your country August 3, 2017 6 min read opinions expressed by associates of entrepreneurs are their own. Even in today's digital age, some small business owners, surprisingly, are still holding back the online trend: a CNBC poll recently found that only 45 percent of small business owners surveyed said they
had business websites. And that's the problem. Related: Do you have a 'Cash-Flow Conundrum'? If yes, remind yourself that Cash King (and Queen)Another problem: Of those companies that had a website, only one-third used them to communicate with customers. Now, the website, as important as it is, is just one aspect of a much
larger blueprint needed to build a successful company. This leaves the observer wondering about those two-thirds of the companies surveyed who admitted they don't have a website: What else are they doing wrong? Actually, building a business is like building a home. Both need solid foundations that won't crack under pressure, and
both require an enormous amount of attention to detail, as all parts need to fit in to create something sustainable. This means that more than a great idea is needed to keep the business growing. Business owners should pay attention to the nuts and bolts of work -- details that are often overlooked in favor of the allure of overnight success.
Navigating and juggling these components is key to cementing a new business against collapsing -- usually with an entrepreneur in it. Nuts and bolts of construction businessAccording on a study by a U.S. bank, cash flow problems account for 82 percent of business failures. In addition to the lack of financial resources, these problems
may include problems managing offices, compensation packages or vacation packages, and buy-to-sell buy-to-let contracts. Such practicalities are often delayed until the startup has already take off, but the reality is that not making time for them before can make or terminate a job. For example, seasonal businesses must take into
account the ebb and flow of profits when analysing their cash flows, in order to rent a budget accordingly. Many other companies lack standardized invoicing practices, which distorts billing and can affect loan repayments. It's easy to be overwhelmed by all these details when you start a business, and priorities need to be set. But the
scaffolding of your business should be one of those priorities. Here are four strategies to ensure the framework for success is built.1. Never lose sight of your draft, but don't be afraid to update it. Get to know the industry and research your business is really building for. Business, marketing and, most importantly, financial plans should
already be put in place before the product is launched. And research and planning doesn't stop after the initiation phase. A strong business with consistent growth is the result of focused planning and re-planning. Related: How to get to the 5-year mark without ImplodingSophia Amoruso, former CEO of Nasty offers offers a story of poor
planning. Nasty Gal's sudden rise through the fashion industry has led to many financial and structural changes, including lucrative partnerships with fashion and footwear brands that have lured venture capitalists. Nevertheless, ceo Amorus' inability to restructure and refocus his plans in line with the company's transition has led the
company to keep pace with its growth, resulting in bankruptcy.2. Dot those i's and cross those t's. A viable agreement between partners is something that is needed from the start: to ensure that every avenue that can be covered is covered, with agreement on when and how the partner can sell their property and what happens in the event
of a personal crisis, a break from the partner, and so on. The history of entrepreneurs is littered with people who have failed to get things on paper. The most famous, perhaps, is the case of the Winklevoss twins and their partner, Divya Narendra. They claimed that their then Harvard schoolmate Mark Zuckerberg, whom they had hired to
write some code a few weeks earlier, had stolen their idea for a social network called ConnectU.After launching Facebook, Narendra and Winklevosses sued the new company for millions in lost revenue, a lawsuit that might have been avoided if Zuckerberg had to sign the agreement. What's even more: The tighter these agreements are,
the better business will be established for the future.3 Stifle the mentality of jack-of-all-trades. An incredibly common trait of smaller startups is the jack-of-all-trades mentality. This mentality, which often applies to both managers and low-level employees, says those who do not exceed job description expectations are not considered team
players. Such an approach can weaken accountability, harm company dynamics and lead to burnout - which more than 60 percent of American workers already suffer from, a CareerBuilder survey found. What's more, if people within a company aren't sure who to contact or what their core responsibilities are, efficiency will suffer. Ensure
early on that your employees have access to equipment, training and mentors to help them take ownership of their work. It is much easier for people to avoid responsibility if they believe they do not have the necessary tools for the job. So give them what they need and make sure everyone knows its job parameters to prevent overwork.4.
Come up with a digital word. While it is common for a tech startup to have a website and social media accounts, many companies that don't do business online have the misconception that establishing an online presence is a low priority or, worse, unnecessary. Related: Why does my business experience have more barriers than others?
(Tip: It doesn't.) This kind of thinking ignores a striking reality: Facebook reported that, as of October 2016, more than a billion people visited Facebook's business pages every month. Online presence of the company, which should be much more than a website and Yelp can't be overlooked. A reality check? Most small businesses still rely
on traditional word-for-mouth marketing, but entrepreneurs who don't boled their reach with a digital campaign leave a large number of potential customers unused. Moreover, an active social media presence increases visibility and ensures that real people control the brand's image. In short, too often, entrepreneurs let go of the million-
dollar idea of blinding them to the painstaking work that goes into fulfillment. To truly become more than just the creator of another one also launched, entrepreneurs need to be willing to approach building their business with the same care they would invest in building their house - properly tightening each screw and stabilizing the
foundation from the start. Photo: acanthuspress.com Beloved for its impeccably researched and beautifully designed architectural history books, Acanthus Press recently unveiled a pair of new titles concerning the evolution of American residential and landscape design. Gardens for a Beautiful America traces the evolution of landscape
aesthetics in this country during the formative period of 1895-1935. Decorated with more than 400 beautifully restored original photographs by Frances Benjamin Johnston, this elegant, oversized one provides a special insight into the great aesthetics of the planted environments of a bygone age. American splendor: Horace Trumbauer's
residential architecture takes a long and valuable look at the houses built by Horace Trumbauer, architect of many large mansions across the country, from Newport to Colorado Springs. The best of his designs are presented with knowledge here in this sumptuous coffee table book, which is now on sale. Visit Acanthus Press for more
information on any title. For more on landscape and architectural history, consider:10 Ways to bring the historical style home a Bob Vila guide to historical house styles Touring the Victorian grandeur of Olane (VIDEO) Metric screws are used in many different products, accessories and even cars, depending on where they were built. Many
people who work on vehicles often engage in metric screws and can read them very easily. If you're new to the metric screw or are constantly stymied by the different numbers associated with them, here are some tips to help you read them to replace or find the right key or socket to fit. Metric screws have three numbers associated with
them. When reading metric screws, you'll need to know what those three numbers mean for an accurate reading. Axle diameter - The first number associated with metric screws is the one that is for the actual diameter of the screw. This number will be measured in millimeters or centimeters. Thread size - The next number is connected to
the space between the threads of the screw. This is important for knowing how solid the screw will be and the strength associated with it. This measurement is always in millimeters. Screw length - This the number corresponds to the total length of the screw axle. This measurement will mainly be in millimeters. Typical measurement When
looking for metric screws you will see something like 2x1x25. This means that the head is two centimeters wide, with a thread measurement of 1 millimeter and a length of 25 millimeters. Millimeters.
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